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HERMANN

▲

Big Max
limited to 50 pieces – world-wide

Nothing is so constant as permanent change. We are surround-
ed by permanent changes, because of great ambition by the
human condition, the ability to recreate the world. This creativity

often makes us restless. Therefore the yearning for intimate values comes home
to us, today, more than ever before. We would like to make our Teddy Bears 
with both creativity and emotion. It is the co-operation between creative renewal
and preserving familiar tradition, which is so significant in all our Bears. The
pleasure to be creative matches our love for tradition.

It was a great joy for us, to design our new collection for 2004. Teddy Bears
from the period of our grandfather, are reflected in our “Time-Honoured
Classics” range. They stand in the same footlight, like new, creative
design ideas. Dance and performance during centuries of old folklore
art, are newly presented. This idea has come to fruition with our excit-
ing new “Matryoshka Bear”. Current events like winning medals in
Athens, the expansion of the EU, the maiden voyage of the QM2 or
the fashion style of 2004 for our little “Fashion Girl”, are captured in
the appearance of our Teddy Bears in the same like replicating histo-
rical facts. Personalities like Napoleon, King Henry VIII, Richard
Wagner, Martin Luther or the inventor of the first steam-locomotive
are in focus for this year. The world of fancy and fairy-tales, opens
for a short twinkling of an eye, while you are looking into the eyes of
our version of Peter Pan, Struwwelpeter or our little Flower Bears
“Blue Bell” and “Daisy”. Together with both Scented Bears “Vanilla”
and “Lilac” you can dip into the domain of the senses.

For more than 90 years the “Bear Making” tradition is cultivated in our 
family. Therefore, with great joy, we want to introduce today a very extra-
ordinary Teddy Bear created in honour of the 150th birthday of our great-
grandfather, Johann Hermann, the ancestor of the HERMANN family. This
Bear is a large-scale design and made with our usual great love for details.
It shall depict the life of Johann Hermann as not only a toy maker but also a
great ancestor of our family. What do you think, Johann Hermann would say,
if he could see our Teddy Bears today? A long time ago our Teddy Bears
came into being under very modest circumstances. Today our little friends
have developed into great personalities, without loosing their origins. They
often have their own strong characters, but nevertheless, they are deeply
rooted in the foundation of their history.

Therefore we enjoy to be allowed to invite you, to see
together with us the very personal nature of our Teddy
Bear collection for 2004, and try to understand the
mysterious something, which is inherent in each
Teddy Bears character.

Coburg, in August 2004

Martin-J. Hermann Dr. Ursula Hermann

The new Europe „15 + 10“
On the occasion of the expansion of the European
Union by adding 10 new countries on May 1st, 2004
with music „Europe-Hymn – Ode to Joy“
limited to 50 pieces – world-wide

▲

2004

MOHAIR

MOHAIR

121 37-2

144 81-4
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Treasures
HERMANN Dream Team 2004

two TOBY™ Award Industry’s Choice Winners
four Golden Teddy Award Nominées
five TED worldwide Award Nominées

one TED worldwide Award Winner

for HERMANN-Coburg 2004

®

206 40-6

102 38-8

123 18-5

191 13-9

WINNER 2003 / 2004 WINNER 2003 / 2
004

199 11-1

2004
Golden Teddy Award

Nominées

Tinkerbell
Peter Pan

Fancy Bear
“Knutschi” – Martin’s Birthday Bear

▲

▲

2004
TOBY™ Award

Industry’s Choice Winners

Sonneberg Museum’s Bear 2003
First Flight Adventure Bear

▲

199 10-4

MOHAIR

MOHAIR

MOHAIR MOHAIR

MOHAIR

▲

▲

MOHAIR

®®

▲



Dedicated to the 150th Birthday of Johann Hermann

Johann Hermann was born on December 11th, 1854 as the illegitimate son of
Margaretha Hermann and the unmarried farmer’s son Leonhard Herold in a little 
village called Heubsch nestled in the Bavarian Franconia forest near Kulmbach. When
he was young he earned his money as day-labourer. His wanderings often led him deep
into the Thuringia Forest too. In a little village called Neufang nestled in the mountains
of Thuringia near the town Sonneberg, known as the World Toy Capital at that time, 
he met his wife Rosalie. Johann Hermann decided, to settle down in Neufang, to build
a house and to start a family. On August 5th, 1887 the young couple married. Rosalie
gave her husband Johann 6 children. From these six children the six Hermann family
branches grew up later.

Already in the early 18th century the region around the town of Sonneberg had 
become known for its toy manufacturing. But when you consider, that at the time of
Johann Hermann about 50 % of the whole German toy export came from the region
around the town of Sonneberg, only then you are able to recognize the great influence,
which the toy industry really had for the inhabitants of this region. So it wasn’t astonish-
ing, that Johann Hermann also thought about making toys, to earn for himself and his
young family a modest living. Like nearly all inhabitants of this rich forest region around
the little village of Neufang in the mountains of Thuringia, where wood grew in front of
the door and was cheap to harvest, Johann Hermann started to make simple wood 

toys. Among these, there were beside little wooden boats also little wood fiddles for children, which he took in big pick-a-back
baskets out to the market places, offering them there for sale. Soon Johann became so well known for his little children’s 
fiddles, that he was mentioned in the parochial registers of the time as “fiddle maker”. In his work, father Johann was assisted
energetically by all of his six children.

When in 1902 Thousands of kilometers far away in the United States of America a little plush bear became famous and 
the demand for Teddy’s Bears increased enormously, three of Johann’s children - Arthur,Adelheid and Max - took the plunge
and started in 1913 to make Teddy Bears in their parents house. In the meantime the modest workshop of Johann Hermann
had become a little company, which was now named: “Johann Hermann Toy Factory, Speciality: Better Genre Teddy Bears”.
The manufactured toys were now delivered to the big export companies located in Sonneberg, which sent them around 
the world. More and more Teddy Bears were made by the Hermann family, till the First World War caused almost the entire toy
production in this region to collapse.

Johann Hermann passed away on July 12th, 1919 at the age of 64 years
without taking up again by himself his toy-manufacturing. But from his
family tree six new branches grew up, which ground on his six children.
Four of them set up their own little toy factories and made them into con-
siderable companies. Two of them exist still today. The HERMANN-
Coburg Teddy Bear company based on the Max Hermann family branch
is one of them.
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HERMANN

Johann Hermann
Ancestor of the

HERMANN Family
1854 – 1919

Johann Hermann
in honour of his
150th Birthday
with
miniature
pick-a-back basket
and with
miniature Teddy Bear
limited to 150 pieces
world-wide

146 50-4

▲

MOHAIR
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▼

®

Collectibles

143 32-9

220 81-5

132 72-9

Big Panda
limited to 500 pieces – world-wide

Miniature Cat Boy and Cat Girl
made by using time-honoured shapes from the Sixtieth

limited to 500 pieces – world-wide

▼

„Water Princess“ Musical Bear
Eighth in the series of
„HERMANN Classic
Music Bears“
with music
“Water Music”
by
Georg Friedrich Händel
with an original 
Swarovski
crystal
European Edition
limited to 500 pieces

MOHAIR

▲

MOHAIR

MOHAIR

220 80-8
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HERMANN

MOHAIR

202 50-7

HERMANN Matryoshka Bear
three-pieces Matryoshka Set – designed by HERMANN-Coburg

with a HERMANN-Coburg Teddy Bear, dressed in the Russian style
and a big and a small original Matryoshka wooden doll from Russia

hand-painted according with the motif of the HERMANN-Coburg Teddy Bear
und personally signed by Russian artists

First in the series of „Friends around the World“
limited to 1000 pieces – world-wide
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®

World of Fairy-Tales
Peter Pan’s Neverland
for Peter Pan’s 100th birthday

Peter Pan
nominated for the
Golden Teddy Award 2004
limited to 1000 pieces – world-wide

Tinkerbell
nominated for the
Golden Teddy Award 2004
limited to 1000 pieces – world-wide

▲

For the 160th birthday of
The Struwwelpeter
with miniature Struwwelpeter book (written in German)
limited to 500 pieces – world-wide

▲

MOHAIR

MOHAIR

199 11-1

199 10-4

▲

White Wizard
Australian Edition – 250 pieces ▲

195 05-2

MOHAIR

193 54-6
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1976 – 2003
Concorde Memorial

Bear
with a miniature 

wooden
Concorde aeroplane

Japan Edition
limited to 250 pieces

HERMANN

▼

1804 – 2004
for the 200th anniversary

of the first steam-locomotive
of the world 

invented 1804 by
Richard Trevithick for the

Penydarran
metallurgical plants

in South Wales/England
The Penydarran Bear

with engineer’s painting
of the world’s first
steam-locomotive

printed on felt
Australian Edition

limited to 200 pieces

▲

1804 – 2004
for the 200th anniversary of the coronation of
Napoleone Buonaparte as emperor of France
Napoleon
limited to 500 pieces – world-wide

▲

190 97-2

MOHAIR

190 37-8

MOHAIR

191 17-7

MOHAIR
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Bear Celebrities
®

English Rose
with music
„Candle
in the Wind“
limited to
250 pieces
world-wide
▼

On occasion of
the maiden voyage
of the largest luxury steamer
of the world
on January 12th, 2004
from Southhampton
in England
to Fort Lauderdale
in Florida-USA
Queen Mary 2
with miniature
wooden QM2-ship
limited to 750 pieces
world-wide

▲

King Henry VIII
First in the Famous Royalty Series

with miniature book wrapper
and illustrations of the six wives

of King Henry VIII of England
limited to 1000 pieces – world-wide

▲

196 01-1
MOHAIR

132 34-7

MOHAIR

191 08-5

MOHAIR
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HERMANN
mit Holzwolle gestopfte Bären
aus Mohair-Plüsch und auf Scheiben gearbeitet
ab einer Größe von 35 cm mit Brummstimme

®

MOHAIR

164 30-0 164 24-9 164 33-1 164 32-4

164 03-4 164 34-8 164 25-6 164 01-0

164 07-2 164 31-7 164 28-7 164 29-4

164 27-0
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Time-honoured Classics
®

with excelsior stuffed Teddy Bears
made of mohair-plush and 5-times jointed

from a size of 13 3/4 inches on with growler voice

®

MOHAIR

164 12-6 164 17-1 164 02-7 164 26-3

164 23-2 164 08-9 164 06-5

164 22-5 164 10-2 164 15-7

164 04-1
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HERMANN
Richard Wagner

with music
„The Ride of the Valkyries“

of the famous opera
„The Ring of the Nibelung“

– „The Valkyrie“
by Richard Wagner

with embroidered
sheet of music

made of felt
European Edition

limited to 500 pieces

▲

The Three Musketeers „Athos, Porthos, Aramis“
Nuremberg Toy Fair 2004 special Fair-Edition
limited to 100 pieces – world-wide

d’Artagnan
from „d’Artagnan and the Three Musketeers“
limited to 500 pieces – world-wide

▲

192 32-7

MOHAIR

195 30-4

MOHAIR

106 62-1
MOHAIR

106 61-4 106 63-8

▲

®
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Faith, Hope, Love
®

“And now abide
faith, hope, love,
these three;
But the greatest
of these is love”
1 Corinthians 13
▼

King Solomon
Fifth in the
HERMANN
„Biblical Series“
with miniature wooden
pair of scales
limited to 1000 pieces
world-wide

▲

Faith, Hope, Love
limited to 500 pieces – world-wide

▲

190 50-7

MOHAIR120 15-3

MOHAIR

195 14-4

MOHAIR

Martin Luther
with wooden miniature cross around the neck

limited to 1000 pieces – world-wide

▲
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HERMANN

▲ Little Chicken Mummy
with miniature chicken baby
limited to 250 pieces – world-wide

▲ Blue Bell
First in the

HERMANN
„Flower Bears

Series“
limited to

500 pieces
world-wide

▼

MOHAIR 202 72-9

202 71-2

Daisy
Second in the

HERMANN
„Flower Bears

Series“
limited to

500 pieces
world-wide

▲

MOHAIR

224 55-4

MOHAIR

224 75-2

My little Honey Bear
with little honey pot made of felt

limited to 250 pieces – world-wide
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In the Country
®

▲Caramel Cream
Bear
limited to
250 pieces
world-wide

Peanut Butter
Bear
limited to
350 pieces
world-wide

▲ 224 66-0

MOHAIR

224 65-3

▼

In the cottage style
Blue and Pink Cottage Angel
with wings, which can be unbuttoned from the jacket
limited to 500 pieces each model – world-wide

▲ Special Edition on occasion of the Bavarian Diet election
Eddi Bär
in honour of the Bavarian Prime Minister Edmund Stoiber
limited to the number of Diet seats for the election winner
125 pieces – world-wide

224 62-2

MOHAIR

224 63-9

MOHAIR

122 75-1
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HERMANN
MOHAIR

203 01-6

224 69-1

▲ „Scented Vanilla Bear” and „Scented Lilac Bear”
with little fragrance bags
filled with vanilla or lilac odorous substances
limited to 250 pieces each model – world-wide

132 85-9

Australian Bear „Coral“
with real jewellery pendant – white Coral coloured
limited to 500 pieces – world-wide
▼

„Precious Lady” – Individual Picture Bear
the picture frame around the neck can be used
for an individual picture
limited to 250 pieces – world-wide▼

Fashion Girl
dressed in the fashion style of the year 2004
limited to 250 pieces – world-wide
▼

MOHAIR

224 68-4
MOHAIR

160 50-0

MOHAIR
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Tradition and Renewal
®

MOHAIR

206 40-6

MOHAIR

209 33-9

209 34-6

MOHAIR

103 81-1

103 84-2 103 86-6

103 88-0
103 90-3

103 82-8

103 83-5

103 85-9

103 87-3 103 89-7

Decades Bears – Miniature Edition
limited to 100 pieces each model – world-wide▼

▲ Artist Bears designed by „Kristina Dietzel“
Groß-Oswin and Klein-Oswald
limited to 100 pieces each model – world-wide

Fancy Bear
nominated for the Golden Teddy Award 2004
limited to 250 pieces – world-wide▼
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HERMANN

HERMANN
Christmas
Ornaments
2004
limitiert auf
500 Stück
je Modell
weltweit

▼

▼

Glorious Herald Angel
Tree Topper 2004
Dritter in der Reihe

„HERMANN Glorious Tree Topper“
limitiert auf 100 Stück

weltweit

▼

202 50-7

MOHAIR
222 30-7

MOHAIR MOHAIR MOHAIR MOHAIR

222 28-4 222 31-4 222 33-8222 32-1

MOHAIR
222 29-1

224 61-5
220 71-6

222 03-1

MOHAIR
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Joy to the World
®

Musical Angel
with music „Hark! The Herald Angel Sing”

by Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy
European Edition – limited to 250 pieces

Glorious Angel with music „Silent Night“
European Edition – limited to 250 pieces

▲

▲

MOHAIR

MOHAIR

MOHAIR

„Joy to the World” – Musical Santa Bag
with music „Joy to the World”

with a
HERMANN

miniature
Teddy Bear

and
an original
Steinbach
miniature

Nutcracker
limited

to 250 pieces
world-wide

▼

224 59-2

224 23-3

175 40-5
175 45-0

221 50-8

▲ Golly Boy Classic and Golly Girl Classic
limited to 500 pieces each model – world-wide
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HERMANN “Annual Animal 2004“
“The Polar Bear“
production limited to the year 2004
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HERMANN “Annual Bear 2004“
“Hermina“

new for 2004: embroidered paws
with individual numbers

production limited to the year 2004

HERMANN “Annual Christmas Bear 2004“
production limited to the year 2004

HERMANN “Annual Christmas Individual Bear 2004“
with embroidered personal dedication
on the right paw of the Christmas Bear
production limited to the year 2004▲

▲

▲

Annual - Editions
2004

gegründet 1920

®

HERMANN-Spielwaren GmbH
D-96450 Coburg-Cortendorf

Germany
www.hermann.de

®

MOHAIR

159 91-7

MOHAIR

151 04-1

MOHAIR

159 95-5

159 90-0

North American Distributor
Order direct in Germany

HERMANN-Spielwaren GmbH
Im Grund 9-11 · D-96450 Coburg-Cortendorf / Germany
Phone 01149-9561-8590-0 · FAX 01149-9561-8590-30

eMail info@hermann.de · www.hermann.de

UK Distributor
TCM - Terry Cordy Marketing

70 Albert Road · Caversham · Reading RG4 7PF
England // United Kingdom

Phone 0118 948 2674 · FAX 0118 946 1718
eMail terry@tcm1.fsnet.co.uk

www.hermann.de/uk · www.hermannbears.co.uk

Australian Distributor
Korimco Toys

126 Woodlands Drive Braeside
VICTORIA  AUSTRALIA 3195

Phone +613 9587 8283 · Fax  +613 9587 9870
eMail info@korimco.com.au · www.korimco.com.au






